
INTRODUCTION
• Despite the effectiveness of treatment as 
prevention, frequently advertised under the 
slogan “Undetectable = Untransmissible” 
(U=U), perceived prevention benefits of U=U is 
still challenged by individuals with differential 
acceptance across different populations. 

• Understanding of U=U could help reduce HIV 
transmissions as well as societal stigma 
towards people living with HIV.1-4

• Aim:  How U=U is understood in Brazil in three 
different groups: people living with HIV (PLWH), 
HIV-negative/unknown cisgender gay/bisexual 
men who have sex with men (GBM) and 
HIV-negative/unknow other populations (POP)?

RESULTS
• Of 2,311 individuals who accessed the survey, 1,690 

were included in this analysis (Figure).

• GBM were younger (median age 33 years [interquartile 
range (IQR): 26-41]) compared to PLWH (median 40 
years, IQR: 32-49) and POP (median 48 years, IQR: 
35-61). 

• Overall, most participants were non-black (89%), had 
middle/high income (68%), education greater than 
secondary level (65%) and were residents of state 
capitals’ metropolitan areas (71%). 

• Most of POP had a steady partner (64%) while a much 
smaller fraction was observed for PLWH (37%) and 
GBM (28%). More GBM reported ever testing for HIV 
(85%) than POP (69%).

• More PLWH perceived U=U as completely or partially 
accurate, compared to GBM and POP (Figure).

• Factors associated with perceived accuracy of the 
U=U slogan are depicted on Table.
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METHODS
• Study Design: Adult (age ≥18y) Brazilians 

were recruited during October/2019 to 
complete a web-based survey advertised on 
Grindr, Facebook and WhatsApp. 

• Outcome: Understanding of U=U was 
accessed with the question: “With regards to 
HIV-infected individuals transmitting HIV 
through sexual contact, how accurate do you 
believe the slogan U=U (undetectable equals 
untransmissible) is?”. Response options 
ranged from 1 (Completely inaccurate) to 4 
(Completely accurate) plus a fifth option (I 
don’t know what “undetectable” means).5-6 

• Statistical analysis:
• Participants’ characteristics were described 

according to perceived accuracy of U=U 
(completely/partially accurate vs. 
completely/partially inaccurate). 

• Ordinal logistic regression models assessed 
the factors associated with increased 
perceived accuracy of U=U by group.

CONCLUSIONS

• Our findings show that perceived accuracy of 
U=U has not reached over a third of 
HIV-negative/unknown cisgender GBM and 
two-thirds of HIV-negative/unknown cisgender 
women, heterosexual men, and other 
populations. 

• Similar to prior studies conducted in high-income 
settings, our results suggest higher knowledge 
among those living with HIV though it is 
important to highlight that 10% of our sample of 
PLWH still perceived U=U as inaccurate. 

• The finding that predictors of U=U perceived 
accuracy vary by group can help identify 
subgroups for whom further educational efforts 
are needed to enhance the individual and 
populational prevention benefits of treatment as 
prevention.

• In Brazil, further educational strategies regarding 
treatment as prevention are needed among black 
PLWH and low income GBM.

a N(%) described in manuscript text; For PLWH, Category A= GBM and Category B= other; For GBM, Category A= Gay and Category B= Bisexual; For POP, Category A= Transgender/Non-Binary and Category B= Cisgender; b Other 
= White, Asian, Native or Pardo (Mixed-black); c Low income is equivalent to R$1996.00 or USD468.00 per month; d NA: not applicable; ep-value <.005; fp-value<.03

Figure. Study flow-chart and perceived U=U as accurate across study groups. Brasil, 2019.

Table. Factors associated with perceived accuracy of the U=U slogan among mutually exclusive population groups defined by participant’s 
answers to the gender, sexual preference and HIV-status items: people living with HIV (PLWH), HIV-negative/unknown gay/homosexual, bisexual, 
or other cisgender men who have sex with men (GBM) and HIV-negative/unknown other populations (POP), Brazil, 2019.
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